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ABSTRACT

PuIse-frequency modulation (PFM) involves repre-

senting a signal or functíon by a series of standard pulses

with variable spacing and polarity. PFM finds applications

in different areas. Among these are communication systems'

physiological systems and control systems.

The object of the present study is to calculate the

optimum control function u(t) which consists of a series

of standard pulses. This problem is reduced, by the

application of the Modified Maximum Principle, to extremizing

a certain function of the control function denoted by l* (u) '

As a first step to finding the optimum control u (t) ,

a search for common properLies among different I* (u) is

made , for different systems having different performance

indices. Finally, a method for extremizi-ng r* (u) is

developed, programmed and illustrated by a number of

examples.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

. There are four basic different ways of representing

a signal in terms of a series of pulses. This signal may

be sampled by varying the height of the pulses in an

equally spaced train of pulses. This manner of sampling

is called pulse-amplitude modulation. If the width of

pulses, initiated at equal intervals is varied with the

signal, pulse wid.th modulation is obtained. on the other

hand, if the distance of the pulses varies from their

reference positions in the equally spaced pulse train, wê

get the pulse-position modulation-

PuIse-frequency modulation (PFM) is obtained by

representing the modulating signal by a series of identical

pulses of variable spacing, and possibly, different

polarities.

I. I PuIse-f requency lulodulation

Pulse-frequency modulation is a method of modulation

where the modulating signal, which in the case of control

systems often is the error signal, is represented by a

serj-es of identical pulses. The information is contained



in the time between the initiation of these pulses, and

possibly, their polarities. In most practical cases, the

shape of the polses is of minor significance. Rectangular

pulses of predetermined magnitude and width are used

exclusively in this study. Ho\n/ever' it would require

minor modification to consider other pulse shapes.

ifre frequency is limited to some maximum value

since it is not desirable to consider the case where the

pulses overlap. This is because, usually, a "pu1se-

generator" can only produce one pulse at a time. In

addition, a reset time, called the dead time, may be

required for the generation of the next pulse. However,

.in the case of two consecutive pulses of different polarity

the overlapping of pulses may be considered. This would

be the case where different "pulSe-generators" are used

for the different potarities,. for example, the "attitude

control jets on a space vehicle".

In pulse-amplitude modulation the sampling frequency

is signal-ind.ependent and the analysis of the system can

be carried out using linear techniques. The pulse repre-

sentation of the signal in pulse-width and pulse-position

modulation is a nonlinear process. The sampling frequency

in the pulse-width modulation process is signal independent

and thus the analysis in this case is somewhat easier than

in the case of pulse-positíon modulation, where the

sampling frequency is signal dependent even though it is



referred to a fixed reference frequency. Of the four basic

schemes, PFM is probably the most difficult since the

sampling frequency is completely signal dependent and the

modulating process is nonlinear which introduces complexity

in the analysis.

L.2 Application of PFM

The interest in PFM scheme originates from different

areas. Among these are communication systems, phYsiological

systems and control systems.

In communication systems ' PFM is used pri:narily in

the transmission of messaqes or signals []21. In the

biological fietd the interest in PFM began with the

realization that parts of the nervous system use the PFM

scheme to transmit information t131. In the development of

a quantitative understanding of physiological reflex arcs '
it becomes apparent that the concept of PFM is bound to

play an important role t3l. The concept of PFM in

physiological systems serves as a tool for analysis. It

provides a means for the construction of mathematical models

for the nervous systems of animals.

There exists a variety of applications of PFM in

the area of control systems. For example, in remote control

systems pulses may be generated by the system itself and

only the triggering is remote. This is advantageous when

the application of the pulses requires more energy than



can be transmitted economically from the controlling source

Another application is in systems where the fuel

consumption of the controlling gear is critical. In this

case, PFM is particularly applicabte in lightly damped

systems because less energy is required to correct the

errors in these systems so that the corrections can be made

in pulses. An example of this is in space vehicle attitude

control, where the correcting thrust comes from g-as jets

which are designed to shut off at a given time after

starting. This type of controlling system uses much less

fuel than a continuous system and at the same time it does

not require the sending of a continuous controlling signal

.to the space vehicle, thus, a saving in telemetry.

Increasing interest is being shown in the area of

ad.aptive control systems. I{urphy and West l7l employed

pFM in an adaptive outer loop around. a basic system in

which only time invariant compensation was used to obtain

an adaptive autopilot for high performance contemporary

military aircraft.

1.3 Background

Since the appearance of the first work on pulse-

frequency modulators in 1949 lL2l many theoretical and

practical aspects of this scheme of modulation have been

investigated. Ross [12] was mainly concerned with the

reconstruction of sinusoidal signals from a PFM
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approximation.

The next few articles on PFM originated from

studies of physiological systems. Jones, Li, Meyer and

Pinter t3l have studied these systems and found the

existence of pulse trains along nerve fibers that possesses

both logarithmic and direct relationships between frequency

and stimulus intensity. Pavlid.is t9l \,fas concerned with

the applications of PFM in the modelling of neural nets.

The problem of PFM feedback systems has been

investigated by Li [4] , Li and Jones [5] and Meyer t6l -

They have defined integral PFM and presented analytical

methods for feed.back systems incorporating IPFM. The

application of IPFM to space vehicle at,titude control has

been made by Farrenkoff, Sabroff and Wheel-er l2l'

In addition to IPFM, Meyer t6l has defined the

relaxation pulse-frequency modulation (RPFM) which represents

a first order relaxation oscillator. Pavlidis and Jury t10l

considered a generalization of IPFM and referred to as

Sigma PFM which has some advanLages over other Schemes,

such as IPFM. Most significant advantages are improved

stability and simpl.er physical implementation of the

modulator. Two general areas were ínvestigated lfQl: the

stud.y of PFM in control systems and the design of models

for physiological systems. The study in control system

included the dynamic response analysis of a pulse frequency

modulator and the stability of feedback PFM systems by



means of a modification of Lyapunov's second method. Also,

the existence of sustained oscill-ations \¡/as studied by

developing a quasi-describing function for tire modulation.

A study by Clark ifl in 1965 included the analysis

of a PFM scheme. The interval between pulses was

determined by the instantaneous value of the error at t.he

beginning of the pulse just prior to the interval in

question.

Stability was investigated by Clark Ill and

Tchekhovoi [14-16]. A recent work of Tchekhovoi tf6l is

a study of the application of Lyapunov's direct method for

the synthesis of pulse-freguency systems for the auLomatic

stabilization of space craft position.

Limited work has been done in the area of optimum

PFM control systems. Pavlidis t11l present,ed a solution of

the minimum time and minimum fuel problems for PFM systems.

The derivation of the optimal control was done by a

heuristic argument.

The problem of finding the optimum control function

for the PFM system was considered by Onyshko and Noges [BJ.

The control function discussed consisted of a series of

standard pulses. The opti:nization procedure consisted of

determining the polarity and position of the pulses which

make up the control function. The performance index was

assumed to be a linear combination of the final- values of

the state variables but not necessarily of the control
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function. In the pulse frequency modulated system

considered, the control function was fixed for a period of

time following the initiation of each pulse. This fact

precluded the direct application of the existing standard

optlmizing techniques.

Onyshko and Noges IBI solved the optimization

problem using two different techniques. One is the Modified

Maximum Principle (M M P) based on Pontryagin's Maximum

principle. It is appJ-icable to open-Ioop systems with

linear plants with fixed operating time, and valid for

systems with and without final value constraints on the

state variables.

The dynamic programming technique was also presented.

It may be used with nonlinear systems. However, to make

this technique applicable a restriction had t,o be placed

on the control function u. This restriction, which is

required to make the performance index Markovian, allows

the pulses to be initiated only at predetermined instant

of time. This technique can be applied to open-loop and

closed-loop systems and gives solutions to a number of

different initial conditions and time intervals.

L-4 Outline of Anal-ysis

Onyshko and Noges [B] showed that for the system

v=F=
tl

n
I a. . (t)x, + ôi (u)j=t rJ - )

i=lr...,n



the control function u (t) , which extremizes a certain

performance index J, of the form

rT' J - | rt"r,...,*r,r) dt
oJ 

r

may be found by extremizing the function

rTIr = I H dt
oi

where T is the final time and H is a scal-ar function

defined as
n

H - H(xi t... txrr;Ptr... rPrrrurt) : 
.,I. Oifi
-L_ I

where P., 's are auxiliary functions of time satisfying the
l_

following set of differential eguations

n âf
ertt) = r P= t;| , i=1,...,n

S=I I

They also proved that the particular control- u(t)

which extremizes the funcLion

also extremizes the function

The variables P. are functions of time only, and consequently,

the function frt is dependent only on the control function

¡Tnr*(u) = | .r Pi 0i(u) at
o' f=l

ñ
r'(u) = I u¿t

oi



u(t) over the given time interva]. Finding the control

u(t) which extremizes the function I* (u) was done in t8l

by inspection.

The object of the present analysis is to find the

optimum control u(t) by extremizing r* (u). This is

achieved in two principal parts:
. (a) a search for common properties among different

I* (u) for different sysLems having different performance

indices;
(b) a description of a method for extremizing I* (u)

and the development of a computer program for finding the

optimum control function u (t) .

In Chapter 2, a brief description of the }[odified

Maximum Principle is presented, followed by a remark on

the formul-ation of I* (u) . A search of the diff erent forms

of I* (u) for different systems and performance indices is

presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 , a description of the

method of extremizing I* (u) is presented along wit.h a

number of illustrating examples.



CTAPTER 2

MODIFIED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE

2.I B.rief Description

The problem und.er consideration can be summarized:

given a physical system which can be described by a system

of differential equations it is necessary to find the control

function u which extremizes a given performance criterion.

The control function u (t) is restricted to a series of

identical pulses. In this study the pulses are assumed

to be rectangular, of predetermined magnitude and time

duration, but may be of either polarity.

In a more mathematical form the problem may be

depicted as: given the system of differential equations

I=f(x,u,t), ;(0) = ã O<t<T (2.r)

it is necessary to find the control function u (t) which

extremizes some given scalar function J called the perfor-

mance index, where

10

J = 
,it 

u(xr,...,xr.,u) dt (2.2)
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The Modified Maximum Principle (¡4MP) requires that

the function F be separable and linear with respect to the

state variable= *i(i=1r... rn) . Al-so, when applying this

principle, it. is necessary that the system equations can

be expressed in the following form:

*i = fr(xlroo.rxnrurt)

^n= I a. -x, + 0., (u) i:1 , . . . ,n (2.3)
j=t rJ J L

Using this method, it is convenient first to

incorporate the performance index into the system equations

by def ining a ne\,v state variable, and then opt,imize a l-inear

combination of the final values of the state variables.

That is, it is required to extremize the scalar function,

n+l
S = . I C., x., (T) Q.4)

1=l r r

where T is the final time and the constant= Ci depend on

the variables to be extremized.

To obtain a solution by this method one must form

the following set of auxiliary differential- equations,

which are similar to the adjoint set of the system

. n âf.
Þ,-- i p Þ Q.5)- i si1 's â*i

The boundary conditions for the above equations are



Flxr (T),...,xrr(T)J : 0

the boundary conditions are given by

Pi(T) = - C. , i=l¡...¡n

provided there are no final val-ue constraints on the state

variables.

For the case when final value constraints on the

state variables are present and are expressed by a set of

linear'equations of the form

I2

(2 .6)

(2.7)

| * àFr. IP'(T) = lc. + À' I
L 

t K k=t æitt_-jl_fj ' m(rlri=l""¡rI (2'B)

The ÀO represent Lagrange multipliers. The extra

equations needed to determine the ÀO are the constraint

equations given above.

From the auxiliary functions, a scalar function H

is defined as

n
H - H(xl ,... txrr;Pr r... rPrrrurt) = iI, Pifi Q.9)

where the function= fi are defined by Equation 2.I.

It is shown in t8l that the control function u (t)

may be found by extremizing the function
htrr' = I n at

I
U

(2 .10 )
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with respect to u (t) . It is also shown that if the

function S j-s to be minimized (maximized) then the function

I I must be maximízed (minimized) . Since H appears as a

function of the variables *i and P' and since the xr's

cannot be found without knowj-ng u(t), the extremization of

I'appears to be a formidable task. However, extremizing

the fuhction Ir is equivalent to extremizing the function

(2 . tl)

provided the system equations are of the form given by

Equation 2.3. In this case, the variable= Pi are functions

of time, and consequently the function I)k is only dependent

on the control function u (t) over the given time interval.

The detailed development of the MMP described above

is given in t8l.

2.2 Remark on the Formulation of I* (U)

Applying the MMP to any open-loop system of order n

of the form

"**(t) * a--,x(n-t) + + ar* + âcX = f (u) (2.L2)n n-l

with the perfoïmance index to be maximized or minimized

of the form

¡Tnr* = I r P. ó, dt.
oJ i=r -l'r

J = box (T) + br* (T) + + br-r* (n-2) (r) ; ooJt, t,rl dr (2.13)
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where the minus (positive) sign preceeding the last term

in the right hand side is used whenever J is to be

maximized (minimized). It can be shown that I* (u) will

take the form

Pn(t) f (u) J s F(u)l dtI* (u)
ñl'. r

lta
otn

To prove the relationship

other state variables as

x2 = *. - *

(2.L4) , 1et x.=x and define the

(2.r4)

(2.]s)

(2.16)

Xn

Xn

T 
--rJ

_ *(n)

Xn+l

J

I
I_ n-1

= [-a

rI n+1

box (T) +

¡T
I+c)¿ I

I
u

ârXz

Then, the system equation becomes

*1 = fr =x2

n

n-1 n

bo*,

âoXr + f

b.r-r*t T

(u)l -
n

cÌ F (u)
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\.{hen Equation 2.16 is compared with the general form of

Equation 2.3, one obtains

Ör = 0

ô -0'n- I

, f(u)o='n an

Örr*, = + o F(u)

(2 .L7 )

In order that the Pontryagin functÍon S - I Ctx, (T)

be equal to the performance index J, the constants Ct must

take the values

Cr : o

C = 0 (2.I8)
n

C. = In+l

From their definition the auxiliary variabl-e= Pi

must satisfy the equations
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with the boundary conditions

P1(T) = 0

err(T) = 0 (2.20)

pn+l (T) : -t

Substituting EquatÍon 2.L7 into Equation 2.IL the

function I* (u) becomes

Solving for the auxiliary variable P.,+, (t) using Equations

2.1-9 and 2.20, it is found that

Pr,+, (t) = -l Q.2I)

and hence, the final form of I*(u) is

(2.22)

It shoul-d be noted that Equation 2.22 is applicable

to any performance index consisting of a linear combination

of any number of final vafues of state variables ranging

from x, up to and including *._r.

m
lLr* (u) = | Ipn (t) ó,, (u) + Pr,*, (r) 0rr*, (u) J dt

o'

m
lL lr*(u) = I I" Pn(t) f (u) + o Pr.*,(t) F(u)I dt

ot n

m
iJ- r ,I*(u) = I t" Pn(t) f (u) f cl F(u)i dt

et n
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rf the function J includes the term *(n-t), i.e., the

state variable xrr, it can be proved by following the same

argument that

m
rrr*(u) = I t*(pn(t) - br,-,) r(u) t o r(u)l dt

ot n

+ f (u)l

(2.23)

Equatibn 2.13 is expressed as

The system Equation 2.16 becomes

J = box (T) + br* (r) + + or- r* 
(t-') (r) + o 

oJtr 
t.trl dt (2.24)

^r tl - ^z

,lr-ÃII-1 n-i rr

1.x =t --l-a xn n a - n-r nn
1¿=f--b^n*f -n+r --n-I

xrI-2 n-l

xl + (bo

ban-1 n-r.

a

ao
a n

âtxz äoxl
b a-n-1 I \

-tv 

+
a¿n
b

a -n-l ¡ 1s¡ ; cl¿ r (u)na n
+(b' n-2

and Equation 2.17 becomes

l_9r

I9n- I

ó-'n

rhYn+l

:0

f (u)
an þ

II

= an
f (u) ; o¿ F(u)

(2.2s)
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Substituting into Equation 2.IL fromEquation 2.26 and then

from Equation 2.22 we get

¡T r r--\ b
r*(u) = l-tn,rttl {U;crp^*r(r) F(u) .:ll1pn+r(r) f(u) I dr

o' -n *n

To obtain a general form for I* (u) , let

p (r) = *(pn (r) - b.,_, ) if J inctudes the x (n-r ) rerm
n

if J does not include the (2.27)
(n-t )x' Eerm

then, in general

(2.28)

It is noticed that the only auxiliary variable contained in

I* (u) is Pn (t) . The advant,age of this property witl be

taken into consideration later.

¡T r-r*(u) = I t:j{P-(r) - b .} f (u) i o F(u)l at Q.23)I -a - n' n-to' n

t*(u) - ft,n,., f (u) t o F(u)l dt
oJ

l
=-P(t)a n-n



CHAPTER 3

FORMULATION OF I* (U) FOR DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

It has been shown in the previous chapter that, for
th'an n-" order system of the form assumed, I* depends on a

function of the control function u (t) , which is given by

the system equation and the performance index. AIso, the

only explicit function of time contained. in I* is the nth

auxiliary function Pn (t) .

Therefore, in order to find a way of extremizing

I* (u) , it is necessary first to examine varj-ous shapes of

p (t) and to find common properties anìong them. This can-n'
be done by solving, for I*(u), some systems of the first,

second and third order using different performance indices

3.1 Formulation of I* (U)

3.1.1 First order system

- 

system described bY the

differential equation

*+ax=f(u) t 0frsT

it is required to maximize the performance index

rT
J = x(T) c)¿ | rt") dt

oi

l9
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That is, it is required to minimize r*(u) in Equation 2.28

(2.28)

where P (t) = Pr (t) I ' since J includes the x (T) term.

Letting

x1 = x

one obtains

*t=ft=âXr+f(u)

*.2 = f 2: âxr + f (u) o F(u)

The constants Ci in the Pontryagin function

S - I C-x- (T) are,
l- l-

c, = o

c, = I

and consequently, the boundary conditions of the auxiliary

variables P. areI

e, (.T) = 0

e, (T) = -1

The auxiliary variable= Pi must satisfy the equatj-ons

m
II

r*(u) = | trt") P(t) + o F(u)l dt
oJ

rt
x^ = x. | ry F(u) dt..2 .*r 

oJ
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P- = aP- + aP-1 *-1 "-2

P =02

The resulting P, (t) is

a (t-T)Pr(t) = I e'

Substit,uting in Equation 2.28

Following the same development I* (u) can be found for

dif f erent performance indices. The results are sho\^/n in

Table 3. 1. l-.

3.I.2 Second order system

Given the open loop system described by the

differential equation

ü + a* + bx = f (u) , O<t<T

it is required to maximize

As J does not include the x(n-r) term, Eguation 2.28 is

used, where P (t) = Pr, (t) = P, (t) ; that is, it is required

tTr* (u) = | Icl F (u) f (u) ea (t-T) I d^t
I

o'

rTJ = x(T) - ç¡ I r'(u) at
oJ



System EquatÍon

Table 3.1.1:

* - f (u)

I* (u) for first order systems.

* + ax = f (u)

Performance Index

x(r) +

x (r) T

F (u) dt

F (u) dt

F (u) dt

F (u) dt

0

0

r
r

[-f (u) t o F(u)] dt

lf (u) o F(u)l dt

J* (u)

l-f (u) .t (t-r)

- lL ñ\

tf (u) ed' \ 
L-r / cl¿ F (u) I dt

F (u)l dt

N)
NJ
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to minimize I* (u) where

Letting

v:v¡at

v=+..2,'1

x3=*r=âXzbxr+u

the system equation (Equation 2.16 ) becomes

: v.']''2

*.2 = âXz b*, + u

i = x s F(u),'3

The constants C., , in Pontryagin function S = I C.,x.: arel- rl-

cr = o

c2 = o

c3 = I

and the boundary conditions of the auxil-iary variabl-es P.

are

Pl (T) = 0

Pr(T) = 0

P3 (T) = -1

¡T
r* (u) = | tt t") P2 (r) + cl F (u)l dr

I

U
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The auxiliary variable= Pi must satisfy the equations

Pr = bP,

Ë=I -rr + aP, P3

P, = o

which means that the resulting P2 (t) depends on the

relation between a and b. Three cases are considered:

( a) Under damped systems

This corresponds to the case when a<2/8.

P2 (t) is found to be

( b) Critically damped systems

This is the case when a=2/8. The resulting

Pz (t) is

â lr---t
er(t) = z(Ab-a')-4 "2'" 

Lr 
sin å (Ab-¿z¡" (t-r¡

P2 (r) = (r-r) "ått-tl

( c) Over damped systems

This corresponds to the case when a>2-'l6 and

P2 (t) is given by

p, (r) = (a, -4b)-\[eL Ia+ (a'-4b)à] (t-r) - "å 
Ia- (a 2 -4bl4l tt-r) l

Table 3.I.2 presents I* (u) for different performance



System Equation

x - f (u)

Table 3.I.2:

Performance Index

I* (u) for second order systems.

;i+bx=f(u)

x+a*=f(u)

,[

,f

,f

,T

,I

,l

F (u)dt

F (u) dt

[f (u) (t-r) t c¡F (u) ]dt

[-f (u) t crF (u)] dt

r* (u)

If (u ) ( t-r-l )

T-L
tf (u) b-4 sin ¡L (t-r) t crF (u)ldt

T7-
[-f (u) cos 5-' 1t-T) r oF (u)]dt

F (u)dt

F(u)dt

aF (u)ldt

[-r (ul tr+fl t cos (b! (t-r)-e ) I sF (u) ]dt
where e - tan t(n-à)

F (u)dt

.f (u) ,^a (t-T)
f =à=:- (e* '" -' -1) t aF (u) ldt

^ lL ñ\

[-f (u) eo \ L-r / t oF (u) ] dt

t- f (u) 
{ r- (r-a) ea 

(t-T) } + crF (u) I dr
Õ-

t\)
LN



Table 3 .I.2 (continued)

System Equation

ü+a*+bx=f(u)

a<2,ß

Performance fndex

x(r) +
rT

I rq"¡at
0'

m
IL

I rt"tat
o'

* (r)

ï+a*+bx=f(u)

a=2'ß

*(r) + x(r)

m

f tzr(u)
I0'

m

+ cr, I r{")at
o)

X (T)

* (r)

* (r)

â ¿*--t
-r- 5.\u Ll

(4b-a2)
L

sin L(4b-az1-z1t-T) t sF(u)ldt

,T

,.J

I* (u)

L . -L $tt-rl
t-2f (u) b4 (4b-a')-4e"

cos [1a (4b-a')%(t-r)-O] t crF (u) ldt,
e - tan ra (4b-a')'"

al
t, ^ -L 7tt-T)

t2f (u) (b-a+t)-'(Ab-a') '' e-

sin [ \ (Ab-a') å (t-r) -o ] 1 crF (u) ldt,

0 - tan t (4b-u.'¡\12-a)-'

l rt_r)t\lf (u) (t-r) e- t cx,F(u)ldt
ã r- m\

[-f (u){r+}(t-r) } "2 
\L-r/ 

I aF(u)]dt
d r_

[-r(u){r+t}-il (t-r¡ ¡ "î(t-r) t o,F(u)]dt

¡T
cLl

o'

iT
cv, I

oJ

x (r)

F(u)dt

,f'

F (u)dt

¡T
+cx I

I

0'
F (u)dt

N)
Or



Table 3.I.2 (continued)

System Equation

x + a* + bx = f (u)

a>2/6

Performance Index

m
II

x(r) + s I r(,r)at
oJ

-mlr*(r) + o¿ I r(.t)at
oJ

*(r) + x(r) T orJtr(u)dr

ft,r,,., ) (a2-qø)-\{">'[a+ (a'-4b)à] (t-r)
0J 

"%b- 
Gz -qø)à 1 1t-rl I r crF (u) r dt

¡r ^ -, rþu ø'- 4b)à ) (.-r )

, j [-f (u) (å+a (a'-4b) ') e-

+ (L-a (a'-qÐ-\)

"% 
[a- (a2-qb)å] (.-t) + oF (u)lat

t* (u)

f' ,-r,r(u) { ( r- (2-a) (a'-4a)-")
oi 

"% 
[a+ (a2-4b¡å1 1t-r)

+ [1+ (2-a) (a2 -4Ð-'J

"L 
[a- (a'-4n) %] {t-r) , * 0F (u) I dt

N){



indices.

3.l-. 3 Third order system

For the open loop system described by the
^rd3-* order differential equation

î + ai + bx + cx : f (u)

it is required to maxj:nize

that is, it is required to minimize

where P(t) = P, (t) as J does not include the x(n-I) term.

Let

xr = x

x2 = x

Xg = *,

x4 = J

one obtains

xl= fr = x2

.2\.2- L2 - '(q

2B

¿T

J: x(T) 0 I ¡'(,-,) dr
oi

rT
r*(u) = I tf t") P(t) + cr F(u)l dt

l
o'
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x3 = f 3 = âxs b*, cxr + f (u)

*, = f,. = x^ cr, F(u)++z

The constants C. in the Pontryagin function are
l-

cl = o

C- = 0
2

C =0a

C =-t
4

and the auxiliary variables P.: must satisfy the equations
]-

P, = cP,

ð:E *, I + bP' - Pu

(3.1)
Þ3 = P, + aP,

ô:ô
+

The boundary conditions of the auxiliary variables are

Pr(T) = P2(T) = Pr(T) = 0

(3.2¡
eu (T) = -I

and it is required to calculate P3 (t).

T\^/o cases are considered according to the roots of

the auxitiary equation of the system. The equation has three

roots which can be aI1 real or one real- and two complex.

Specific numbers are used to solve for the auxiliary variable

P3 (t) to facilitate the calculations.
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( a) Case

variables P.
a

of real roots

Letting a = 4, b

must satisfy the

= 2, c = -I the auxiliary

equations

Þ1 _D
3

P, + 2P3 - P4

Pr. + 4P,

\^rith the boundary conditions given by Equation 3.2.

Solving these equations leads to complex calculations.

This is a result of the knowledge of the final conditions

rather than the initial conditions f fn this case, the

following form of auxiliary variables could be obtained:

e, (t) = (-0. 703 + 0.491- Ar +

+ (+0.037 0.157 A, +

+ 0.333 (-1 + 2A, - A2

0.2l-3 A, +

0.L2 A2 +

- A3)"t + 1

Ar)e o'3t

e, )"3'3t

ar)"-o'3t
A, )e3 ' 

3t

Ar)e o'3t

a, ) "3'3t

0.176

0.157

0.084

0.916

0.277

0.277

34, )e

0.065

0.398

A, )et

e, (t) = (-0.213 + 0.2I3

+ (-0.12 + 0.L2

+ 0.333 (1 - Ar +

er(t) = (-0.213 + 0.2I

+ (-0.12 + 0.I2

+ 0.333 (1 - A1 +

Ar+

A2+

Ar+

Al

3At

A2+

Ar+

Ar+

A1

0.019

1.314

A,

t These equations
method.

can also be solved using reverse time
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where A__ = P_ (0), n = I,2,3. Substituting for the finalnn
conditions from Equation 3.2, Ar, A2 and A, can be found

as a function of the final time T; however, in a

complicated form. The above equations can be easily

solved for any specified final tj:ne T. Thus, P3 (t) wil-l

O" 
:t 

the general following form

P3 (t) = Ae-o'3t + ge3'3t * cet

where A, B and C are constants depending on the final

time. Substituting into Equation 2.27

( b) Case of one r:eal- and two complex roots

Letting a = 2, b - 2t c = -l-t the same

difficutties encountered in case [a) will arise in the

solution of t,he differential equations (Equation 3.1).

P 3 
(t) in this case is found to be of the form

-rì 35t. l-.175t 1.175tP3 (t) = Ae w'vve + Be*' sin 1.2t + ce*'*'-- cos I.2L

where A, B and C are constants depending on the value

of the final- time and the boundary conditions.

rT
r*(u) = l-ltt") (Ae-0'3t' + Be3'3t + c"t) + s F(u) I dt

oJ
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3.2 Remarks on the Form of I* (U)

Examining the 1* (çL)rs computed for the systems

considered and the graphs plotted for the P (t) 's , for

example Fig. 3.2.L, Fig . 3.2 .2 , and Fig . 3.2.3 | two

important remarks can be concluded:

.( a) The function P (t) , the only explicit function

of time contained in I* (u) , can be

(i) Extremum-orr"t, between any two consecutive

zeros.

(ii) Extremum-one or monotonic, between the

initial time and the first zero, or, between the

last zero and the final time t ot, between the two

end points.

( b) Another remark is about the integrand in the

expression of I* (u) . It is noticed that the conLrol

function u(t) can always be factored out. For example,

Equation 2.28 can be written as

r*(ut =,Jîr$ P(r) * * PÌ ¿t

where usually

F(u) = d'u2 or "l"l
f (u) = tl

-L

' An extremum-one function is defined here as a function
which is non-monotonic and has only one maximum (minimum) in
the interval considered.
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Lsinz (t-r)

TIME,T'

"t

$o

-"t
',.

-"3

Ã

rig" 3.2.1 The

x+
x (r)

auxiliary function p (t) for the system

4x 
= 

f (u) and the performance index
-rftor(u)dr,r = ro.o sec.
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2
{3 "à 

(t-r) 
=in f rc-*t

t*rr- t Æl

4.o 6.0

TIME 
,T' 

SEC

Fig. 3.2.2" The auxiliary function p (t) for the system
ji + * + x = f (u) -and the performance index
*(T) + x(T) - ooJttt,r) dt,r = 10.0 sec.

D
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4
5

I
5 e2 

(t-T)

S,
a* to.o) 6.0

TIME 5EC 
"

Fig" 3"2.3 The auxiliary function P(t) for the system
, ii * å* + x = f (u) and the performance index¿fm

*(T) - 0 l'r(u)at, f = 1o.o sec.
oJ
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The above mentioned properties will be used in

defining the method of optimization of I* (u) presented in

Chapter 4.



CHAPTER 4

OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

Standard methods could not be applied directly in

the present study because the process of extremizíng the

function I* (u), which is used to find the optimum controf

u (t) , is a "non-analytic process". By this, it is meant

that differentiation wittr respect to u is not possible

since the function u (t) is a series of pulses of fixed

duration and amplitude. To extremize the function l* (u)

it is required to find the optimum control function u (t) ,

i.e., to find the optimum position and polarity of each

pulse in the train of pulses constituting u (t) . In other

wordsr with

r* (u) = it,n,.) f (u) r cx F (u) I dr
oJ

t,he aim of the present study is to find the u(t) which

maximizes the absolute value of the area representing I* (u)

For example, if the minimum (maximum) of I* (u) is sought,

it is desirable to have as many pulses as possible which

might add negative (positive) contribut.ions to I* (u) .

37
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4.L Brief Description of the Optimization it{ethod

In the previous chapter some conclusions have been

drawn from the various I* (u) originating from different

order systems and with dj-fferent performance indices.

One of them is that trrrtr can always be factored out from

the integrand. The importance of this fact is that when-

ever one of the pulses constituting the control u (t) has a

magnitude other than zero, the integration of fPi0i over

the pulse width has a non-zero value. When the control

u(t) is equal to zero, i.e., during the dead time between

pulses, a zero contributíon is added to I* (u) . Hence, the

integration over the interval [0,T] can be transformed to

a summation of integrals over the pulse width onJ-y. That

is, if I* (u) is of the form

ï* (u) = 
of 

t,r.t) 
dt (4.1)

(4.2)

where FCT is Lhe integrand represented by

FCT = P(t) f (u) t a F(u)

then I* (u) can have the following form

N
I*(u) = I

t1= I

t +vürn
I trcr ) dt.rJn

(4.3)
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\^/here

To extremize l* (u)

function P (t) , it is cl-ear that

is required in the proximitY of

function.

initiation time of the .rth pol=.n

N = number of pulses available.
The discussion in this section will be concerned

with the parts of the function P (t) included between

(i) two consecutive zeros of P (t) r (ii) the end points if no

zero exists; and (iii) one of the end points and the nearest

zero. 'That is, the function P(t) has the same polarity

during the time interval considered. Since minimizing

(maximizing) the function I* (u) is equivalent to minimizing

(maxi:nizing) every subinterval of the function P (t) , then

the optimum sol-ution u(t) for the interval [0'T] is the

summaLion of the optimum solutions of the different

subintervals. Special consideration is given to the

boundary points of the adjacent subinterval-s of P (t) to

allow interaction between them.

4. I.1 Monotonic Function P (t)

over any part of the

the concentration of Pulses

the exLremum points of this

In the case of a monotonic function P (t) , the

procedure starts by searching for the extremum point of the

function to locate the first pu1se. Other pulses are then

placed as close as possible to eacir other, that is, having

the minj-mum allowable dead ti:ne between any two consecutive

pulses. Figure 4.1.1 illustraLes the procedure.
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W is the pulse

must be present

width and D is the minimum dead time that

between pulses.

lwv

Fig 4.1.1 Distribution of pulses for a monotonic function

4.L.2 Extremum-one function P(t)

For this case, the search for the extremum

point is also done first. If Lhe function is symmetric,

Lhere must be either a pulse or a dead time located around

the extremum. But if P(t) is not symmetric, for the

interval considered, the only known information is that the

distribution of pulses should be concentrated around the

extremum point. An iterative method is needed to find

this distribution. The detailed description for the

search of such distribution will- be presented in

Section 4-2.

TÅDn
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4.I.3 Case of cost applied on pulses

Ïtün." " ""=a cr is imposed on the pulses, it is

found that it is undesirable to have any pulses applied

during certain intervals of the function P (t) . The reason

is that during these intervals, the contribution of the

pulses to I*(u) woul-d be of opposite siqn to the optimum

sought'.

For example, Lf the minimum of I* (u) is wanted,

a zero contribution to the value of I* (u) is better than

some positive contribution. For the remaining parts of

the function duration the pulses are distributed as required

That is, if the minimum of

r* (u) = [t, t-"2 (t-T) + c,u) dr
oJ

is sought, it is found that negative pulses will- contribute

positively to the value of r*(u). Positive pulses, for

"z 
(t-T) 1.=" than o¿ur wourd arso contribute positively.

But for "z 
(t-t) gre.ter than o¿u the contribution will be

negative. rf .z(L-t) i" equal to o\tr the limit where there

are no contributions at all, positive or negative, to the

value of I* (u) is obtained.

The limits can be determined by locating the zeros

of the integrand of I* (u). Therefore

P(t) f (u) I ccF(u) = 0
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where the upper

(maximum) of Itr

r. e. P(t) =;

(lower) sign is
(u) is required.

cx¡'(u)
--lu)-

used when the minimum

Thus, letting

ß=I u F(u)-Erül- (4 .4)

the intersection between P (t) and ß will specify the regions

where pulses should and should not be applied.

4.2 Detailed Description of the Optimization Method

In the previous section, a brief description of the

extremizing method of monotonic and extremum-one functions

is given. It has been mentioned that an iterative method

is needed. The optimization procedure has been programmed,

and the computation done on the IBl"l 360 digital computer,

in the University of Manitoba computer centre. The

complete flow diagrams for the solution are given in

Appendix A, and the detailed Fortran program is presented

in Appendix B. The principal flow charts are for (i)

the MONO subroutine which gives the algorithm of solution

for monotonic functions; (ii) the SHIFT subroutine which

includes the algorithm of solution for extremum-one

functions; (iii) the main program which treats the function

P(t) as a whole; it takes care of the shift between the
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subintervals of P (t) and the determination of the

beginning point 'Zu and the ending point trFJrr of the

interval in question. The interval depends on the cost

applied on the pulses and on the allowable dead time around

the zeros of the function P (t) , where P (t) is changing

sign. In the present study two cases are discussed:

(i) puises of different polarity are allowed to overlap

partially at the end points; and (ii) the minimum dead time

is imposed between all pulses, including those of different

polarity.

4.2.I Solution to a monotonic function

The following procedure is introduced to deal

with any monotoníc subinterval of P (t) . A summary is

given in Fig. 4.2.7, where AI (u) is def ined as

(4.s)

The flow diagram for the method is presented in AppendÍx A

as the MONO subroutine.

In more detail, let

V = interval of ti-rne under consideration

W = pulse width

D = minimum allowable dead time

then, the maximum number of allowed pulses can be calculated

as follorvs:

t
¡ -2n*r

Ar (u) = I (r'Cr) dr
¡-J'2rl
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Repeat steps 2 and 3
successive pulses.

Distribute pulses over the
interval of time under
consideration.

Fig. 4.2.L Major operations to be
carried out when dealing with a
monotonic function.

Calculate the maximum number of
allowed pulses for the interval
of time under consideration.

Calcu1ate AI (u) for each
possible value of u, starting at
the extremum point of P (t).

Choose u which extremizes AI (u)
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(4 .6)

The pulse width is subtracted from the interval V

and a one is then added since the last pulse does not need

to be followed by a dead time. The brackets t I means that

the number N is approximaLed to the nearest l-ower integer,

since:iro portion of pulse is to be used. once the pulse

is initiated, it cannot be turned off for an interval of

time equal to the pulse width.

In the present study any pulse constituting the

function u (t) is allowed to have the following values:

*X, -X, or zero. Knowing the extremum point of P (t) , the

calculation of AI (u) over the first pulse, starting or

ending at the extremum point, is performed for each vafue

of u given above. The value of u which gives minimum

(maxi:num) AI(u) is then chosen. The operation is then

repeated for the consecutive pulses which are located as

close as possible to each other.

4.2.2 Solution to an extremum-one function

The summary of the solution procedure for any

extremum-one subintervaf of P(t) is given in Fig - 4.2.2-

As in the case of a monotonic function, the first step is

the calculation of the maximum number of allowed pulses for

the interval in question, Equation 4-6. The dístribution

of pulses, over the interval-, is then done locating the

leading ed.ge of the first pulse at the beginning point Z
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Distribute the pulses over the
interval in guestion such that
the leading edge of the first
pulse coincides with the
starting point.

Choose
Let l4AI
AI (u).

u which extremizes AI (u)
(u) = minimum (maximum)

for

Fig. 4 .2 .2 tlajor operations to be
carried out when dealing with an
extremum-one function.

Calculate the maximum number of
pulses allowed for the interval
of time under consideration

Calculate Ar (u) for each Possible
value of u starting by the first
pulse.

Repeat
pulses

steps
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Calculate I (u ) = IMAI (u )

Shift all pulses by ô I

$ = ô + 6r

rfô>w+D
Choose ô which gives minimum
(maximum) r (u)

rf5SI^7+D
Repeat steps 3 to 7

Distribute the pulses over the
interval of time under consideration.

Fig. 4.2.2 (continued)
Major operations to be carried out
when dealing with an extremum-one
functíon.
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of the interval. The foltowing step is the calculation of

the area AI for each of the three values that a pulse can

take, and then choose the value which gives minimum

(maximum) AI for each pulse in the interval considered.

I (u) is then calculated by summing the chosen AI's.

All- the pulses are then shifted by an increment of

time ô'', the magnitude of which determines the accuracy of

the optimization calculation. I(u) is then cal-culated for

each shift ô' of the pulses.

Before calculating each I (u), a check must be done

on the coincidence of the trailing edge of the last pulse

and the ending point FJ of the interval. Tf the first is

l-ess than or equal to the second, I (u) will be the

summation over the N chosen AI's. If the first is greater

than the second, N is set to N-1, since once a pulse is

initiated it cannot be turned off before a gìven period

of time Vü. Hence, the last pulse is disregarded, and

I (u) will be the sunmation of the N-l- f irst AT's. All

the following calculated AI's wilt be for N-l pulses.

The shift ô' is done a number of time equals to the

ratio of the "pulse width pulse dead time" to ô'. fn other

words, the limit on ô, which is the total shift from Z, is

that it cannot be greater than the sum of the "pu1se wid.th

plus dead time". If 6 is greater than this sum, the

calculations wil-l be a repetition of the previous ones with

the pulse number reduced by one.
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After each calculation of I (u), a check must' be

done on 6. If ô is greater than the sum of the "pulse width

pulse dead time", the iteration is terminated. The

optimum solution is then obtained by choosing ô*

corresponding to t,he minimum (maximum) I (u) . Then the

optimum control funct,ion can be found by adding ô* to the

original distribution of u (t) .

The flow diagram f.or this method is presented in

Appendix A as the SHIFT subroutine.

4"2.3 Solution Procedure

A summary of the solution procedure is given

in Fí9. 4.2.3 where

Z is t,he starting point of a subinterval

FJ is the ending point of the subinterval

The calculation of the zeros and local extremum

points of P(t) must be done first. once the zeros are

determined, computations can be performed over the

subintervals where the functj-on P(t) has the same polarit'y.

The next step is the search for the shape of the function

P (t) in the first subinterval. It can be either monotonic

or extremum-one. The main program flow chart in Appendix A

gives the detaíled description of the search method.

(a) Monotonic Function

If the function P (t) is monotonic and has the same

polarity over the interval [0rT], two cases are considered.

(i) If there is no cost on pulses' the optimum solution will
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Calculate the zeros
points of P (t).

and locaI extremum

Search for the shape
within the considered

of the function
section.

Extremum-one functionMonotonic function

Determine the interval
and seL 2 and FJ

needing pulses

Ca11 appropriate
pulse required,

subroutine
go to 7.

or if no

Distribute pulses over the interval

Go
is
If

to the consecutive section if there
any and repeat steps 2t 3, 4 and 5.
not stop.

Fig. 4.2.3 l{ajor operations to be carried
out when dealing with a function
consisting of more than one portion.
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be obtained using the method suggested in Section 4.2.L

taking the interval V equal to the time T.

(ii) If a cost is applied on pulses, the interval V will

be a part of the total interval T. To find V the points of

intersection of ß and P (t) should be calculated. Figure

4.2.4 presents the different cases that could be obtained.

Figure 4.2.4, case (ari) shows the case where the cost applied

on pulses is too high and the solution with no pulses gives

the optimum solution. Case (c) presents the case of a

low cost, where no point of intersection can be found,

and no reversed contributions are added to r (u). This

case is, therefore, similar to the one without cost. For

the general case, cases (arii) and (b'ii), a pulse around

the point of intersection has almost zero contribution

to I (u) . The interval V is taken as

Ì7 
- 

n , I{v - t\ T 2 For case (arii)
and 

V=T-o*l Forcase (b,ii)

where A is the time at which the intersection of ß and P(t)

occurs.

The addition of $ to the interval- allows all pulses,

which contribute to the extremization of I (u), to be

contained in the calculations. The limit for such pulses

is the pulse centered at A.

similar reasoning is applied to any monotonic section
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V-HW-l rã

't,1,1,

The Ínterval
vrhen cost Ís

(c)

V for a monotonic function
applied on pulses.

Fig " 4.2.4
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considered of t.he funct.ion, when there are one or more

zeros within the interval (0rT). The main difference is

that the dead time, around. the zeros of the function, must

be taken into consideration. Different cases are studied:

(i) when no cost is applied on pulses and overlapping

of pulses around the zeros of P (t) is allowed, the interval

and the starting Point are taken as

!=zt *$, Z =o.o ForFig'4'2'5

and

\¡-rn P , W ; z, - ry ForFig.4.2.6r- - on- 2 , ¿' on z !.v

For the consecutive portion of P(t), in case of Fig. 4.2.5,

the starting point Z will be

. Z = zt _y

(ii) if no cost is applied on pulses but a minimum dead time

D is essential between any two consecutive pulses, for the

f irst zero z t , the dead time is assumed to be equally

divided around Zt, and hence

v - z1 - ", , Z = 0.0 For Fig. 4.2-5

But, for the case of Fig. 4.2.6, the interval is equal to

V=T Z
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Fig. 4.2.5 Monotonic function as a first subinterval"

Fig" 4.2.6 Monotonic function as a last subinterval"
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where Z is the time of the trailing edge of the last pulse

in the preceding interval + dead time.

For the consecutive section of P (t) , in case of

Fig. 4.2.5, the starting point Z is taken as

Z=NC

where .N - number of pulses contained in the first section

C = pulse width Plus dead time.

(iii) if a cost is applied on the pulses and. overlapping is

aIlowed, two cases are considered:

no pulses are required if no point of intersection

exists between ß and P (t) within the considered

interval.

if a point of intersection exists at the time A

then the interval and the starting point are taken

AS

v:A+E V'= O.O ForFig- 4-2.5,2

and

v = r * T - o, Z = A -y For Fis' 4'2'6

For the consecutive subinterval, Fig. 4.2.5, Z will depend

on the points of intersection of ß and P (t) within this

subinterval. This case will be considered in a later

section on the extremum-one function.

1iv) if a cost is applied on the pulses, and a minimum
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dead time is essential, two cases arise:

no pulses are required if no point of intersection

exists.
if a point of intersection exists, the interval V

will vary according to the time A. For Fig" 4'2'5,

rt
zL - o - I ' 7

then

v - z¡ - ",

but if

z7 - A - i ,7
then

For Fig" 4.2"6, if

o-l.-,
Èhen

V=T Z

but if

then

V=r_o*l

For the case of Fig. 4.2.5, Z of the consecutive subinterval

will depend on the points of intersection of B and P (t),

within this subinterval. The flowchart representing the

\,7=O*ry

"-lì z,
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above described procedure is given in Appendix A-2, pages

L4, 15, 16 and L9.

(b) Eætremum-one Function

When no cost is appfied on pulses, the method

described in Sec. 4,2.2 is used to find the opt.imum solution.

However, when a cost is applied, different cases (Fig. 4.2.7)

arise.' These cases are treated in the same way as in the

case of the monotonic function.

For case (i) , Fig. 4.2.7 | no pulses are required.

The interval- calculated for case (ii) depends on the values

of (Ar \l and (Az * ry) with respect to the zero time and

the final time, respectively. For case (iii), V depends on

the value of (A + ry) with respect to T, while for case (iv) ,

the interval- is equal to T

The same method is applied to any section of the

function included between one of the end points and t.he

nearest zero t or, between two consecutive zeras. As the

solution shifts to the next part of the function P (t), ne\,ú

values must be assigned to Z. For example, for the case

where there are no costs on pulses, and a minimum dead ti:ne

is essential between any two consecutive pulses, Z is taken

AS

;;¿)z ¿J:r + 6* + NC

This is il-lustrated in Fig. 4.2.8
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At

(a)

A
rbt

(o)

Fig. 4 "2 " 7 The interval V
functíon when a

for an extremum-one
cost is applied on pulses.

u__Åy
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= f ,ri* N.Cz
.2

ìs'l--n¡ P,LSES 'l
þc n

Fig. 4.2.8 Starting point of an interval- preceeded by an
extremum-one function .

For the detailed expressions of the interval V, the

starting point -Z , and the ending point FJ, the reader is

referred to Appendix 4.2.

For both cases, monotonic or extremum-one functions,

the ending point FJ, in case of no cost applied to pulses'

is taken as

FJ = Z('

in the case of allowing overlap of pulses in the neighbour-

hood. of z(.), and

FJ = Z(.

)*l

r-Dt2

in the case of essential dead time between pulses of any
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polarity. This is true for all the sections of P(t),

except the l-ast where FJ is taken equal to T.

If a cosL is applied, FJ will be dependent again on

the value of (Az * ll . This is fully described in the fl-ow-

chart, Appendix 4.2.

Once alt the information of a section is known, the

appropriate subroutine is apptied and the pulses distributed

within the interval to give f (u) . The optimum control

function u(t) is then obtained by summing the opt,imum

solution of each subinterval.

4.3 Remarks

(a) When the constraint of essential dead tÍme

around the zeros of P (t) is imposed on the problem, it is

observed that the pulse distribution may differ slightly

if the search for the solution is started at the final time

and worked backwards in time, instead of starting at the

initial_ time. In tiris case, it is proposed to solve for

the control function starting at each end. The distribu-

tion which gives better results is then chosen.

For examPle, |ror the function shown in Fig. 4.3.1,

starting the search for the optimum control- u (t) from

point a in the directiofi A, the interval of the first

|1. After distributing

the pulses on this subinterval, the dead time D is added

to the traili-ng edge M of the last pulse, thus obtaining

portion is taken equal to (Z
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A .B

Z

4_
Z¿

b=T

The auxiliary
ii+2*+x=
* , o 

uJt 
,,r, ut'

function
u and the

P (t) for the system
performance index

Fig" 4. 3. L
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the starting point -Z t of the second interval-. Solving for

the maximum number N of pulses allowed for this interval

it is found that N is equal to unity and located such that

its traiting edge coincides with point b.

Repeating the same procedure but beginning from b in

the direction B, the first interval is equal to (¡ , - 7)

and, ab before, one pulse is obtained in the Same position.

z I is the starting point of the second interval. For this

interval a second negative pulse, D seconds apart from the

first, is obtained, and then positive ones.

For the two cases, I* (u) is calcul-ated and the

maximum chosen. This example is il-lustrated numerically as

Example 3 in Sec. 4.4.

For the examples solved in Sec. 4-4, it is found that

there is less than 92 difference in the calculation of

minimum (maximum) I* (u) between the two cases.

(b) For high order system, third and up, the

function P (t) can have more than one extremum point within

a subinterval. An example of a function having three l-ocal-

extremum points is shown in Fig. 4.3.2.

In t,his case, the interval in question is not taken

as [0,2 t*F] , where

r = I if overlapping of pulses of"2
polarity is allowed, ot

F = - ", if a minimum dead time D is

between any two consecutive

different

es sential

pul ses
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Fig. 4.3.2 Example of a funct,ion having three local
extremum Points"

Al

3"3 Intervals for a
extremum points

. pulses.

function having three local
when cost is applied on

1)

'?.1)

1,1,

't,1,

u

/, \

/

\

A2 sA: A; t

Fig. 4.
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but is divided into two parts. The first subinterval is
rì

t0,S-;l and the second is IZ,Zt+Fl , where S is the time of

the even extremum point. The SHIFT subroutine is used for
each subinterval separately.

When a cost is applied on pulses, the cases shown

in Fí9. 4.3.3 may arise.

Case (i): The cost is too high and no pulses are required

to obtain the optimum solution.

Cases (¿¿), (íu): The method described in Sec. 4.2.3 for

the solution of an extremum-one function is directly

applied.

Case (¿¿i): The same method is applied on two intervals.

These intervals are dependent on the position of (er-l),

(Ar+T) and (Ai-T) , (AL+ry) with respect to the zero, (s-?)

and Z | (zJE) times respectively.
(c) For t,he problem with final value consLraints

and referring to IB], the differential equations, defining

the auxiliary variables, are the same as for the case with

no final value constraints. However, the boundary conditions

"r: not the same.

ImãF. I
nr(r) = ci = -1", * k:, ^* ã"ltilj r i=r, n

with the constraints

rOIx. (r) , xrr(t)J = rk I k - f , m; m(n
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where the ),O are Lagrange multipliers.

The process used to calcul-ate the Lagrange multipliers

is also described in t8l. rt is an iterative process,

using Iinear extrapolation or interpolation, which is

continued until the constraints are satisfied as closely as

possible.
'Once ÀU are known, the optimum control u(t) can be

found using the techniques described in the previous

sections.

4.4 Examples

EæampLe J

Given an open loop system, which is described by the

differential equation,

:t + ax = u(t), x(0)=0, oftlT

it is required to maximize the performance index

Solving for I* (u) , as described in Chapter 3 | it' is

found that it is required to minimize

rT
,l = x(T) | " ,r' dt

oJ

r* (u) = lt,- ,, ea 
(t-T) + ., u'I dt

oJ
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Using numerical values for the parameters involved,

l-et

the final time f = 5 sec.

the pulse magnitude X = 0. I volts

the pulse width W = 0.2 sec.

the dead time D = 0.3 sec

'the cost on pulses cr = I

then

ß- o9i'l= cÌu= cxx' r(u)
ß - 0.1

The optimum control u (t) is found to be as shown in

Fig. 4.4.L, for a = 1. The polarity and time of application

of each of these pulses are given in Table 4-4-l.-.

EæampLe 2

Given the second order system described by the

differential equation

x + * + x = u, *(0) = x(0) = 0, OSIST

it is required to maximize

rT
J=x(T) - I onzdt

oJ
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.6

"5

"4

"3

.2

"t

Fig. 4 .4 "L optirnum

20 3.o

TIME SEC

control u (t) for Example 1

4.o
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Tab1e 4 .4 .L

Pulses constituting the optimum control u (t) ; Example I

Tab]e 4.4.2

Pulses constituting t.he optimum control u(t) ; Example 2.a

Pulse Number Pulse Polarity Time of Application

1

2

3

4

5

+

+

+

+

+

2.8
3.3
3.8
4.3
4.8

Pulse Number Pulse Polarity Time of Application

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

+

+

+

+

+

+

4.340
4 .940
5.540
6.608
7 .208
7.BOB

B.4OB

9. 008

9.608
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That is, it is required to minimize

Using the following numerical values

T = 10 sec.

'X - 0.1 volts

W - 0.2 sec.

D = 0.4 sec.

d.ifferent cases will be considered according to the value

of the cost and to the dead time around the zeros of P (t).

Letting IDT = 0 means overlapping of pulses of different

polarity around the zeros of P (t) is allowed, and,

TDT I 0 means the minimum dead time D must be present

between any two consecutive pulses.

(a) Let o = 0.5

thenß =-0.05 foru=x

= 0.05 for u = -x

Applying the method of solution developed in the present

study, it is found that an identical solution is obtained

for the two cases IDT = 0 and ]DT I 0.

The optimal control u(t) is as shown in Fig- 4-4-2

and the polarity and time of application of pulses are

given in Table 4.4.2.

(b) For this case, let ß and IDT egual to zero. Polarity

and time of application of pulses are given in Table 4.4.3.
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"L 

(t-r1=i* f çr-r)

Fig . 4 .4 .2 optimum control u (t) for Example 2 . a,
\¡o
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Table 4.4.3

pulses.constituting the optimum controf u(t); Example 2.1)

Pulse Number PuIse Polarity Time of Application

l-

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

IO

11

L2

t3
L4

15

I6
L7

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-L

+

+

0.000
0.600
r.200
1.800
2 .400
2.98s
3.585
4.t85
4.785
5.385
5.985
6.613
7 .2L3
7.8t3
8.413
9.0I3
9.613
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From this tabte, it can be remarked that the dead time

between the pulses 5 and 6 is l-ess than the allowable

minimum dead time.

(c) The polarity and time of application of the pulses

constituting the optimal control u(t) for t.he case of

ß equal to zero and, IDT other than zero, are given in

Table '4.4.4. It is remarked that. the dead time between

any two consecutive pulses is equal to or greater than the

minimum required dead time. Repeating this case, but

starting from the finat time and increasing backward,

a little change in pulse position is realized. rhis is

given in Table 4.4.4.

Tab1e 4.4.5 gives the values of I*(u) corresponding

to the different cases solved above. It is clear that the

minimum of I*(u) occurs when IDT = 0. For the two cases

solved in (c) it can be seen that. the difference in the

value of r* (u) is negligible.

EæampLe 3

Given an open loop system, which is described by the

differential equation

ï + 2i<. + x = u, *(0) = x(0) = 0, 0stST

it is required to mini:nize

r = *(r) + q ltlrl dt
oJ
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"L 
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Fig. 4 .4 .3 Optirnum control u (t) f or Example 2' b '
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Pulses constituting the optimum control u (t) ; Example 2.c

Tabl-e 4.4.5

Value of I* (u) for the different cases treated in Example 2

74

Pulse Number Pulse Polarity Tirne of Application
Startrng
at t=0

St.arting
at t=T

I
2.

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

IO

1l
T2

t_3

L4

15

I6

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0. 30

0.90
1.50
2 .1_0

2 .97
3.57
4 .17
4.77
5 .37
5 .97
6.61
1 .2L
7. BI

8.41
9.01
9.61

0.30
0.90
1.50
2.L0
2 .98

3.58
4.18
4.78
5.38
5.98
6.61
7 .2L
7.BI
8.41
9.01
9.61-

ß 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0

IDT 0 l0 l0
Starting Point 0 0 0 T

l* (u) -0.0430922 -0.0466664 -0 . 04 6sB 9B -0.0465902
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Ã

7.o Ao 9.0

eL 
(È-r) sin Çrc_*l

Fig. 4.4.4 optimum control u(t) for Example 2.c-
(starËing at t=T)

lO.O=T

{
ur
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That is, it is required to maximize

As in Example 2 | different cases witl be considered

usi-ng the following numerical values
'f = 10 sec.

[ = 0.2 vo]-ts

. W = 0.3 sec.

D = 0.3 sec.

(a) For ß equal to tO.I, an identical solution is obtained

for any value of IDT. The optimum control distribution is

shown in Fig. 4.4.5 and the polarity and time of application

of these pulses is given in Table 4.4.6.

(b) Let ß and IDT be equal to zero, the optimum control-

function polarity and time of applicatj-on are obtained

and given in Tab1e 4.4.7.

ft is observed that the dead time between the pulses

l-5 and 16 is less than the minimum dead time D.

(c) For the case where ß = 0 and fDT / 0, the result

given in Table 4.4.8 is obtaÍned.

The different values of I* (u) calculated in this

example are given in Table 4.4.g. For the two cases

solved in part (c) it can be seen that the difference in

the value of I*(u) is of about 8.12, and the second

distribution is chosen.

r*(u) = .Jt,,r(r-t-r) 
e(t-r)- cxlulJ dt
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Table 4.4 "6

Pulses constituting the optimum cont,rol u(t); Exampl-e 3.a

Pulse Number Pulse Polarity Time of Application

+

+

+

7.019
7.619
8.2T9
9.100
9.700
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þ.O=T

_.2

_.6

- l.o

Fig. 4.4"5 Optímum control u(t) for Example 3"a.

40

TIM E sEC.

(r-t-l) e 
(t-r)
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Table 4.4.7

Pulses constituting the optimum control u(t); Example 3.b

Pulse Number Pulse Polarity Time of Application

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

L2

t_3

L4

15

l_6

L7

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0.17
0.77
r .37
L.97
2.57
3.17
3.77
4 .37
4 .97
5.57
6.17
6.77
7 .37

7 .97
8.57
9.10
9.70
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TIME

(r-t-r) e 
(t-r)

_.6

*"8

- l.o

Fig. 4 .4 .6 Opt,Ímum control u (t' ) f or Bxample 3 . b.
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Tab]e 4 .4 .B

Pul-ses constituting the optimum controÌ u(t) ; Example 3.c

TabIe 4 .4 .9

Value of I* (u) for t.he dif ferent cases treated in Example 3

Pulse Number Pulse Pol-arity Time of Appl-ication
Starting
at t=0

Startrng
at t=T

Starting
at t=0

Starting
at t=T

Starting
at t=0

Starting
at, t=T

1

2

3

/l

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

I6

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

I1
L2

13

L4

15

16

T7

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0 .15
0.75
1.35
l.9s
2.55
3.15
3.75
4 .3s
4 .95
s .55
6 .15
6.75
7 .35
7 .95
B .5s
9.70

0.1
0.7
1.3
r.9
2.5
3.1
3.7
4.3
4.9
5.5
6.l_

6.7
7.3
7.9
8.5
9.1
9.7

a
l.J 0.1 0 0 0

IDT 0 lo l0
Starting Point 0 0 0 T

(u)Irk 0.0435136 0.089270 0.08r5939 0. 0B 88377
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o=T

_"2

Fíg. 4"4.7 OPtimum control u (t)
(starting

for Example 3.c.
at t=0)

TIME SEG

(r-t-l) e 
(t-r)
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lo.o=T

4.o

TIME

-"8

Fig " 4 .4 .8 Opt,imum control u (t)
(starting

(r-t-I) e lt-rl

for Example 3.c
at t=T)
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EæampLe 4

Given the third order system

X+ + 2*. - x = u, x(0) = *(0) = x(0) = 0, OftST

it is required to maximize

¡T
J = x(r) | alul at

oJ

Solving as

required to

described

minimize

rT
: f {'rr-

| '* t

0'
+

in Chapter 3, it is found that it is

r* (u)

Corresponding to the

T = 8.0 sec

X - 5 volts

W - 0.2 sec

D - 0.3 sec

0.365 64e- o ' 35t -
o.ool4oogef'175t

parameter values

o.Oo77B6e1'I75t sin l-.2L

cos l.2tl + slul] dt

the optimum conLrol u (t) is found for the following cases:

(a) Vrihen $ equal to t0.5, little difference in the solutions

is obtained for IDT = 0 and IDT I 0. The polarity and

time application of the pulses is given in Table 4.4.:.-0.

(b) Let $ and rDT be equal to zero, the optimum control

function polarity and ti:ne of application are obtained and

given in Table 4.4.Il-. It is observed that pulses 7 and B
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Table 4 .4 .I0

Pulses constituting the optimum control u (t) ; Example 4.a

Pu1se Number Pulse Polarity Time of Appl-ication
IDT=0 IDTI O

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

B

+

+
f

+

+

3.930
4 .430
4.930
5 .669
6.169
6.669
7.l.69
7 .669

3.930
4.430
4.930
5.670
6.170
6.670
7.r70
7.670
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BOT

TIME SFC

-16

-21

2

Fig" 4.4"9 OPtímum control u(t) for ExamPle 4.a.
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Table 4.4.LL

Pulses constituting the optimum control u (t) ; Example 4.b

Pulse Number PuIse Polarity Time of Application

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

l0
t1
I2
t3
L4

15

t6
L7

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0.0000
0.5000
1.0000
t.5000
2.0000
2.5000
3.0000
3.0600
3.5600
4.0600
4.5600
5.0600
5 .6637
6.L637
6 .6637
7 .L637
7.6637
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8.o:r
TIME SEC.

-32

Fig" 4,4.10 optimum control uLt). for Example 4.b.
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Table 4 .4 .L2

Pulses constituting the optimum control u (t) ; Example 4.c

TabIe 4.4.L3

Value of t* (u) for the different cases treated in Example 4

Pulse Number Pulse Polarity Time of Application
Starting
at t=0

Starting
at t=T

Starting
at t=0

Starting
at t=T

1

2.

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

I2
13

I4
15

16

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0.00
0.50
1. 00

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.02
3.52
4.02
4.52
5.02
5 .67
6.L7
6 .67
7 .r7
7 .67

0.00
0.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.51
4 .01
4.s1
5. 01

5 .67

6.L7
6.67
7 .L7
7 .67

Þ 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

IDT 0 0 0 0 0

Starting
Point 0 0 0 0 T

t* (u) -86. BIB97 -86. BtB3l -92 .7 837 6 -92.76884 -92 .7 67 6L
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-12

-t6

- 2,O

-24

-32

!'ag. 4 .4.LL Optimum control u (t)
(starting

for Example 4.c.
at t=0)
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are overlapping for minimum I* (u).

(c) For the case where ß is equal to zero but IDT not,

the result given in Table 4.4.L2 is obtained.

Table 4.4.13 is presenting the different calues

of I* (u) computed for Example 4. For the two cases solved

in part (c), it can be seen that the difference in the

values'of I* (u) is of about 0.0013%. The first distribution

is chosen.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Tn this present study, a method of extremizing the

function I*(u) with respect to the control function u(t)

has been developed. First, a general form of r* (u) has

been formulated. It has been proven that t*(u) contains,

as explicit function of time, the ,rth auxiliary variable

pn (t) only, where n is the order of the system. Different

open loop systems, up to and including the third order,

with linear system equations and wíth fixed operating

time, have then been investígated for the form of I*(u),

using different performance indices. Some useful common

properties of the shape of P (t) and the integrand of f* (u)

have then been ded.uced. Finally, in the previous chapter'

a method of extremizing I* (u) has been illustrated'. It

is found that the pulses, constituting the optimal

control u(t), must be located as close as possible to each

other in the vicinity of the extremum points of P (t) '
that is, the minimum dead time is present between any two

consecutive pulses.

The method d.eveloped in Chapter 4 is applicable when

92
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a cost is app.tied on Lhe pulses as well as when the cost is

equal to zeîo. Also, it is applicable if the dead time

between two consecutive pulses of different polarity is

al-lowed to be equal to zero, ot when overlapping between

t,hese two pulses is permitted.

A comparison of the values of I* (u) and the variation

in the'distribution of pulses , for the cases above, are

illustrated by some examples in Section 4.4. The compl-ete

flow diagrams for the solutÍon are given in Appendix A,

and the detailed Fortran program is presented in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A

The optimization method

required lengthy calculations;

digital computer was essential

the detailed flow diasrams for

presented in this studY

thus, the use of the

. This appendix presents

this meLhod.

4.1 Flow Chart Conventions Used

Meaning

Input statement

Output statement

Assignment
statement

CondiLional or
IF statement

Unconditional
transfer or GØ'tØ
statement

Statement label
used as a
junction point

Information Inside Symbol

List of items inputted

List of items outputted,
or message cont,aj-ned in a
Hollerith field of FORMI\T

One or more statements
of the form V+6

Condition which is true
or false, ot
Algebraic val-ue which is
Iess than, equal to, or
greater than zeYo.

Numerical statement labe1

Numerical va1ue, normallY
appears ahead of the
statement, which it rePresents.
The dummy statement CØNTINUE
is represented onlY bY its
l-abel

*o

o

Symbol Shape

96



Symbol Shape Meaning

Iteration of Dþ
staLement

Calling a
subroutine
subprogram

Identification
for the point of
entry to a
subprogram

Exist from a
subprogram

Special OFFPAGE
CONNECTOR for
entry to or exit
from a page

97

Information Inside SymboI

Parameters of the
repetition

Name of function and the
calling argumenLs in
parentheses (if any)

Name of function followed
by dummy arguments in
parentheses (if any)

The word RETURN

Page number
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A.2 Flow Diaqrams

The various symbols used in the flow diagrams,

other than those included in the list of symbols' have

meanings described as follows:

A Time at which an intersection between ß

. and P (t ) occurs .

DI Place of the leading edge of a puJ-se.

E Time at which an extremum occurs.

FCT Integrand of I* (u)

IArIB Arguments of the subroutine INTERS representing

the starting and ending points of an interval-

respectively.

IDT A l-ocation indicating, when containing a zero,

that consecutive pulses of different polarity

can overlap. The minimum dead time must be

present otherwise.

IK Index

IP Number of zeros of P(t)

ïQ Number of extremum points of P(t)

K Number of points of intersection of ß

and P (t) within an interval

KC Number of times a shift 6' is applied

MEXT A location indicating maximization when containing

a zero, minimization otherwise.

PNT The function P (t)
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POSIT Pulse distribution within an interval

XE Magnitude of an extremum
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I4ONO Subroutine FIow Diagram

**lu-* * ,-l
LD+I^I J

fK: ïP1'>e ru l 
-

ilxrtzj 
I

r(l) ¡o

o
I

10

M<-1 rN

Dr+.(M-1) C

20

K+'l , 3

2

o
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2

tl<-Kx-2x

fDÏ+W
Ar (K) + l FCT dr

)
DÏ

20 o
NI Eç

Choose

maxi

Choose

mini

AI (K)

mum

AT (K)

num

Dr,u

o10

PETURN

o
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DI+.T+D-MC

fDI+t{
Ar (K) +. I rcr at

)
DI

IvIEXT:0

Choose AI (K)

minimum

Choose AI (K)

maximum

RETURN
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SHIFT Subroutine Flow Diagr_am

o

o

o

lv-w I
N+. 1- + ll

LD+W J

KC+9,+I

ô<- (J-1) ô '

Dr<-ô+z+ (M-1) C
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5

U<-KX_2X

.Dï+hl
Aï (K) <- I Fcr dt

)
DI

-o30

IE E(

^

Choose

mini

AI (K)

um

Choose

maxi

AT (K)

mum

AI (M)<-AI (K)

STOPE

corresponding

U

-o20

(Dr+I^j) : FJ
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6

r (6 )<-

N

M=l
AI (M)Á.

STORE

r (ô) ,N

:o10

N
MEr yr¡ . fì

Choose

mini

I (ô)

num

Choose

maxi

r(ô
num

STORE ô*,N

I

l

I

I

/so

\ 
*''*

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t___

Posrr<-g *+Z+ (l¡-l) c

POSIT, U

ttt-
ô*tN

50

5
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INTERS Subrol:tine FIow DilLgram

This subroutine is used to find the time at which ß and P (t)

intersect, within a certain interval.

o
o

7

INTERS

\/

a(r)<-0.0

A(2)+.0.0

/20

\ 
rr<-L,z

10\
II<-rA,tt 

/

s+-0. 00Irr-0. 001

PNT=f (s)

(f
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o
I 
eNr-g | :
0 - 0005

em-g | '0. 0005

A (JJ)<-S

A (JJ) +.S

IA<-rr+A

*o
A(1),A(2)



0+N

NlIn,luìI

)

õs

(

BOT

gN

1s

o (T) V

õs
n: lZ)v

TN

6

+)I

N
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tr4ain Program

ïQ,

(E (JK) , XE (JK)

JK=l, IQ)

TK: TPIK+'IK+1

E(2):z(r.R)

Z (TK) :TZ (IK) :T

@@@o@
üüüüü
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P+-D/2.O F<-W /2 .0

v<-z (rK)-z+F

FJ<-Z ( IK) +F



a(z){:r

u*t +. -A (1)

FJ<-T

e(2)Ç:t

- I¡l
z<-A(r)-:

v<-A(2)-A(t)+W

Fr<-A (2 ) +
- T¡7

z<-A (r) -:

a (rt\, o. o

E (1) :0

a(r){:r

ts
ts
P



LT2

>rE (r) | ' lxe Gl

ß,lrctrllß,l>e(:) |

22I

/ .ALL \

MONO

STOP
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)G (1) I , l:<n tzlxe(r)l,lxrtzl

ß, | >rn tzl ß, l:c trl



LL4

z (rK) :0

NO PULSES
REQUTRED FOR

o-<rsz (rV=Z (IK)+F

^iii-i. r 'i
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E+zrrr)- \.

osrsz (rK
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L7

X
2

NE
IDT:0

IQ

A (2)

\:Z(

\LEvü\t.\
K)+

v+z (rK) - 2
2. v<-A (2) +

w

2.

FJ<.V

73

18



a :...'

L17

(2)+ ;-D
: z (IK) -i

v<-A (2) -A (1)

Fr<-A(2)+ ä. FJ<-Z (rK) - 
=

Z+Z+ð*+xc
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(IQ-r) :z (IK-l

Z(rK):T
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NO PULSES
REQUIRED
z (rK-I) <r.<z (rK

ot- l.,z
- frl
z<-A(L)- ;.

v(-A (2) -A (r) +v,r

Fr<-A (2) + ä.

íu* \,2(rK)ã

f¡l

v<-A(2) * i.-,
r.r+e(2)+ T.

v*z trxl - l.-z
Fr<-z(rK)- å.
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(r)- E ,Z

Qt+ l.,r

V+A (2) +

FJ+A (2) +

v<_r_A(r)+ ä.



APPENDÏX B

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

This appendix gives a sample of t,he computer

programs which finds t,he optimum control function u(t)

for any system of tfre form assumeá in Chapter 2" Two cards

defining the functions FCT and PNT need to be changed

depending on specified problem"

The symbols used in this program are the same

symbols mentioned in Appendix 4.2, except for the following

changes:

AIPHA Positive value of ß

BETA Negative value of ß

DSTAR Equivalent to ô*

FT 
. 
Final time T

LD Inverse of 6 o

NISTAR Number of Pu1ses N

QG10 Library routine for integration using
Gaussian quadrature method

T Time T

USTAR Optimum control funct'ion u (t)

ZBAR Starting point of an interval Z

121
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